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LOGLINE

A message in a bottle cast out into a sea of data.

SYNOPSIS

Taking place in a future that does not yet exist, NOTES FROM EREMOCENE questions the ideal
techno-optimistic model that lies ahead of us. From a curious, playful and critical standpoint,
filmmaker Viera Čákanyová explores the potential of blockchain technology and artificial intelligence
in dealing with complex global problems we humans create – climate change and the crisis of
representative democracy. Combining diaristic film footage with 3D scanner images, Čákanyová
poetically and forcefully stresses the inherent tension between the analogue and digital future of
mankind.

SHORT SYNOPSIS

A hands-on and deeply personal work, NOTES FROM EREMOCENE is an audiovisual postcard
dispatched by filmmaker Viera Čákanyová into an ambivalent world to come. Drawing upon a
fictional conversation with her future virtual clone, the film offers a window into a world in which
the technological solutions mankind has devised for sustaining its existence have major and
unexpected downsides.
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GLOSSARY

botomori 
boat (eng) /boʊt/ mori (lat) 
* inspired by the Japanese phenomenon ‘hikikomori’, a form of severe social withdrawal
* a natural person who decides to follow their mortal fate 
* leaves for the sea by boat  
* registers their [life story] on analogue film

EON
* a planetary technosphere, online digital environment - the virtual layer of the planetary grid

G-DAO
* Global Decentralised Autonomous Organization
* a digital body managing/governing society, based on artificial intelligence exercising a form of
futarchy, operating in the planetary technosphere called the EON

Eremocene 
* age of loneliness
* a neologism created by Harvard biology professor E.O. Wilson
* depicts a future epoch marked by an existential and material isolation of humans resulting from
extinction of many other forms of biological life
* a significant decline in Earth's biodiversity caused by human demography and activity

wetware safari
wetware /wɛtwɛ:/ 
* human brain cells or thought processes regarded as analogous to, or in contrast with computer
systems
* a domain of biological non-human species (animals, plants) as well as people who refuse to merge
with the EON

desert people
* together with botomoris, hunters and gatherers, a separate group of natural people
* a back-to-the-roots movement emphasizing the human connection with the physical world of
nature and the elements
* regarded by agents of the EON as extreme or heretical, not following implementation protocols
into the planetary technosphere
* exhibiting signs of sect-like behavior

neo-cosmism
* dominant posthuman religion of the Eremocene, worshiped by members of the new elite
* based on two main principles: immortality and interplanetarianism
* new world order, new objective reality, new culture
* inspired by technological and scientific achievements of the late Eremocene 
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life story 
* a ‘terminus technicus’ designating a mandatory template designed by G-DAO
* a digital imprint of a person’s existence, recorded through a strict protocol and stored in a cloud
archives
* [botomori people] avoided this official template, using off-template analogue audiovisual
testaments instead, unreachable by G-DAO

original character
* a biological master copy of the posthuman virtual entity
* an analogue fossil hidden beneath the digital data at the bottom of the planetary grid

vector space
* graphically represents how artificial intelligence/neural networks “understand” natural language
models
* words or phrases from the vocabulary are mapped to vectors that encode the meaning of words;
words that are closer in the vector space are expected to be similar in meaning 
* conceptually, it involves the mathematical embedding from space with many dimensions per word
to a continuous vector space with a much lower dimension.
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INTERVIEW WITH DIRECTOR VIERA ČÁKANYOVÁ

Your first feature FREM connected artificial intelligence and the climate crisis against the
backdrop of the desolate King’s George Island, off the coast of Antarctica. WHITE ON
WHITE is the video diary you kept while filming FREM. To what extent does NOTES FROM
EREMOCENE connect to your previous films?

From the chronological point of view NOTES FROM EREMOCENE is a final film of an intuitive trilogy
dealing with the same motives, narratives, issues: artificial intelligence, a dystopian future of
humankind, analogue versus digital, nature versus civilization, and climate change. Although in
terms of content and form it is actually a prologue to FREM, because it exposes the world that
already takes place in FREM. With WHITE ON WHITE, NOTES FROM EREMOCENE shares a
personal, diary style input, which refers to the “Private Golden Record”, a motive, also fragmentarily
present in FREM, but this time the setup is more contemporary and political. Using quantum physics
vocabulary, we could say the three films are entangled, they “communicate” with each other, but at
the same time, they stand alone in different corners of the same universe, formally quite different
from each other. For me, creating these three films was a long and complicated process, and actually
at some point it was hard for me to determine when or where one film ends and the other one
begins.

You have developed your own vocabulary for NOTES FROM EREMOCENE. Why was that?

I had to invent a few new words to designate phenomena or notions that I had in mind while
creating the layout of the future analogue and digital landscape. I was inspired by “vector space”
maps that graphically represent how artificial intelligence “understands” natural language models.
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The film has been shot during the COVID-19 pandemic, when isolation seemed to have
become more acceptable in European society and less alienating than before. Do you think
isolation is a starting point or a consequence of growing technological influence in our
society?

It is like the chicken and egg question. The isolation started with big cities and inherent anonymity
of their inhabitants. Cities are complex social organisms that need technology to be manageable.
From the ideal, techno-optimistic point of view technology also serves anonymous people to be in
touch with others. Nowadays, we start to see more downsides of social media - their algorithms
paradoxically create even more “isolation” and misunderstanding between groups of people,
confining them in their mental comfort zones and radicalizing the discourse.

The film features several quotes from computer scientist Ralph Merkle. How did he become
part of this narrative? And how did he influence your visions on the future of digitalization?

I read Ralph Merkle’s paper on DAO democracy when I was gathering all sorts of information about
how cryptocurrencies and blockchain work. I was particularly interested in the ideas of using these
tools to improve or remake the management of society at different levels. Since Merkle is a
computer scientist (but he is also engaged in the field of nanotechnology and cryopreservation) the
paper was mainly a mathematical argumentation of his concept. But it sparked off my artistic
imagination and I elaborated on his thoughts in the film narrative. I think he believes these new
technological tools can really make the world a better place, but at the same time he is not naïve and
warns about possible dystopic outcomes. Thinking about these dead ends in pandemic times felt
quite overwhelming and it got me back to the ground – to my emotional and playful self, trying to
express by film means some essence that makes life worth living.
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The past, the present and the future all seem connected in this film. Can you elaborate how
each of these perspectives on time play a part in the film?

Time is a difficult category. In the physical world it goes one direction because everything obeys the
second law of thermodynamics (at least that is the actual state of knowledge). The virtual/digital
reality is timeless. The past, present and future exist together as layers of the same elementary grid.
You can dive into it at any random coordinates and as you move through the hyper object of all the
information you create your own pathway - your own time and space pattern.

You have combined 8 mm and 16 mm diary images with 3D scenes shot with special Lidar
technology. Why did you choose to combine these different formats?

I wanted to create the tension between the two layers of the planetary grid – one based on carbon,
the other one on silicon. These formats felt right to express such tension. Also, I really like shooting
on film, paradoxically it makes me feel much more free, focused, and joyful while shooting. Lidar was
quite a new technology when I started to experiment with it (no iPhone had it yet), and I like to
discover new things.
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ABOUT THE DIRECTOR

Viera Čákanyová

Viera Čákanyová (b. 1980) studied scriptwriting at the Academy of
Performing Arts in Bratislava and documentary filmmaking at FAMU
in Prague. Her early feature documentaries won a number of awards,
such as Best First/Second film at Visions du Réel and Best
Documentary at German Documentary FF in Kassel. Her visual
storytelling can be found in the films GOTTLAND (2014) or
SLOVAKIA 2.0 (2014). FREM (2019) and WHITE ON WHITE (2020)
are currently her most successful films. Her feature debut FREM had
its world premiere at the Ji.hlava IDFF 2019 followed by its
international premiere at the Berlinale 2020, and won the Award for
Best Debut at the ELBE DOCK festival. The film was screened at
more than two dozen important international film festivals around the world. Her subsequent film
WHITE ON WHITE won the main prize at the Ji.hlava IDFF in 2020. It also won the GreenDox Award
at Dokufest in Kosovo, the Czech Competition at One World in Prague and was selected for the main
competitions at the prestigious Sheffield DocFest and ZagrebDox.

Filmography
2023 Notes from Eremocene
2020 White on White
2019 FREM
2014 Rupicapra (part of the project Slovakia 2.0) - short
2014 Flying Horse (part of the project Gottland) - short
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CREDITS

Written and directed by Viera Čákanyová

Director of Photography Viera Čákanyová

Dramaturgist Klára Tasovská

Editing Viera Čákanyová, Alexandra Gojdičová

Sound Design Marek Buranovský

Producer Matej Sotník - Guča (SK)

Executive producer Dorota Zacharová - Guča (SK)

Co-producer & Sales Nina Numankadić - Marina Films (CZ)

Co-producers Tatiana Vallová, Roman Genský - Radio and Television of

Slovakia (SK)

Commissioning editor Ondrej Starinský - Radio and Television of Slovakia (SK)

With financial support of Slovak Audiovisual Fund, Bratislava region, Czech Film Fund
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